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I.3 Original Goal System (Last update in Dec. 2006)  
Goal of the transnational co-operation 

The transnational partners import, export or adopt new approaches in the field of childcare. Decision 
makers in EC politics, national authorities and professionals in the field make use of the jointly devel-
oped approches. 

 

Intermediary Aims 

[AI 1] The transnational partners gain new information and experiences through the collaboration and 
use them to improve work or concepts on DP level. 

[AI 2] The transnational partners jointly develop methodologies, approaches or products and use them 
in their DP work. 

[AI 3] Professionals in the field, national authorities and descision makers in the EC politics are in-
formed about the concepts and products of the transnational co-operation. 

 

Action Objectives 

General/ all partners: 

a) The member area of the internet portal is used regularly by all transnational partners for the 
exchange of information since 2006. (all partners) [IA 1] 

b) An internet portal is established and filled with informations and news to inform professionals 
in the field and descision makers on european and national level since 2006. (all partners, 
esp. Italy) [IA 3] 

(1) Flexible models of childcare (Coordinator: Luxembourg, joined by all partners): 

a) Around the theme ‘Flexible models of childcare’ a questionnaire of ten questions is worked out 
until December 2005. It gives an overview of the different methods and settings of flexible 
childcare.  [IA 1] 

b) Each partner of the transnational co-operation answered the questionnaire about ‘Flexible 
models of childcare’ until Juli 2006. [IA 1] 

c) Existing quality criteria for flexible childcare structures are translated (until Juli 2006). [IA 1] 

d) The gathered information is presented in an electronic document or a brochure (December 
2006). [IA 2] 

e) Partners have selected quality criteria for flexible childcare structures which are the most im-
portant for them until August 2006. [IA 2] 

f) A brochure/ electronic document is edited until December 2006 which describes the different 
principles and methods of flexible structures of childcare. [IA 3] 

g) A conference about flexible models of childcare takes place in Luxembourg (in September 
2006).  [IA 3] 

h) Information about flexible childcare is presented to decision makers until December 2006. (� 
conference, electronic document) [IA 3] 

(2) Child minders profession (Coordinator: Italy, joined by Germany, Luxembourg and Belgium/nl): 

a) By means of a common scheme the differing standards concerning the training for the ‘child 
minders’ profession are compared until December 2006. [IA 1] 

b) The definition of the ‘child minders’ profession is overviewed until September 2006. [IA 2] 
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c) A scheme which allows a comparison of the differing standards concerning the training for the 
“child minders” profession on the basis of an existing European scheme is developed until De-
cember 2006. [IA 2] 

d) The transnational partners have drawn conclusions and recommendations from the compari-
son of trainings in the field of child minders for their national work until September 2007. [IA 2] 

(3) Prior learning experiences (Coordinator: Belgium/fr, joined by Luxembourg and Belgium/nl): 

a) The partners Belgium and Luxembourg developed a tool for a professional follow-up of child-
minders until December 2006. [IA 2] 

b) A document or guide on how to use the tool for professional follow-up is edited until December 
2006. [IA 2] 

c) The tool for the professional follow-up is presented to institutions and authorities until 2007. 
[IA3] 

(4) Integrated services (Coordinators: Germany and Lithuania, joined by Italy, Luxembourg and Bel-
gium/nl): 

a) International examples of good practice of ‘Integrated services’ are worked out and written 
down in a report until 2006. [IA 2] 

b) A brochure/ electronic document about „Integrated services“ is published until March 2007. [IA 
3] 

(5) Evaluation (all partners) 

(6) The film (DVD) “Childcare Stories” about the advantages of services (Coordinator: Belgium/nl, 
joined by Germany and Luxembourg) 

a) The partners produced a documentary of 25 minutes and 11 interviews to use in training. The 
DVD is filmed in three countries and subtitled  in 4 different languages. [IA 1] 1  

b) A DVD is produced that can be used by intermediary groups to inform parents of ethnic 
minorities or disadvantaged groups about the opportunities created by services for young chil-
dren in 2006. The DVD includes interviews and testimonies from persons belonging to the tar-
get groups,  ethnic minority fathers and mothers, lone mothers, lone fathers, women that could 
escape unemployment, etc. [IA 2] 

c) The partners distributed the DVD to the national policy makers and organisations that are 
working with ethnic minorities and disadvantaged groups since 2007. [IA 3] 

(7) Gender screening instrument (Coordinator: Belgium/nl, joined by Luxembourg) 

a) The gender instrument developed in Flanders is tested out by the participating partners until 
2006. Gender-pitfalls and the ways to handle them are compared until 2006. [IA 1] 

b) The gender screening instrument made by Flanders that makes gender aspects visible in ser-
vices for young children is tested out in at least two childcare structures in Luxemburg until 
2007. The instrument is translated in French and languages from the partners involved until 
2007. [IA 2] 

(8) Report on professionalisation (Coordinator: Belgium/nl, joined by Germany and Luxembourg) 

a) In collaboration with the University of Gent a study is conducted about the evolution towards 
professionalisation in the countries that are involved in the TCA by end of 2007. [IA 1] 

b) The report on professionalisation in child care professions in Belgium, Germany, Italy, Lithua-
nia and Luxemburg is made in a helpful way to develop a policy on training and competence 
building until March 2008. [IA 3] 

                                                   

1
 This action objective has been formulated by the Belgian (Fl) partner, after the Partner Survey for 2006 has been conducted.  
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I.4 Final Partner Survey – Qualitative Analysis 

I.4.1 Categories 

0100 benefits 
0110 network/ contacts,  
0120 information/ knowledge (good practice, approaches, childcare systems, project management),  
0130 experience/ confidence,  
0140 tools and products (to develop, to adapt, to exchange) 

0200 products in/ of use 
0210 mainstreaming/ lobbying (products)/ publication 
0220 utilisation of tools/ products (in DP/ national projects/ partner institutions) 
0230 training/ teaching 

0300 knowledge/ experience in action 
0310 utilisation of experience (in DP/ national projects/ partner institutions) 

0400 factors of success 
0410 cooperation/ openness/ mood/ willingness/ faith 
0420 organisation 
0430 effort/ committment/ engagement 
0440 competencies, experience with transnational networks,  
0450 (common) aims/ interests,  
0460 language and culture  

0500 lessons learned 
0510 plan/ organisation 
0511 meetings 
0512 administration/ secretary 
0513 before the TCA 
0520 communication (means) 
0521 work groups  
0522 internet portal 
0523 study visits 
0530 aims/ contents 
0540 language and culture 

0600 message to politicians and professionals 
0610 needs,  
0620 Erkenntnisse/ concerning future EU initiatives,  
0630 confirmation 

0700 best means of communication 
0710 to take decisions/ to discuss/ to plan 
0720 to exchange documents/ information 
0721 information 
0722 documents (electronic) 
0723 official documents, printed material 
0730 to monitor/ to organise 
0740 to meet/ address/ get to know people 
0750 to work together 
0760 to mainstream/ to promote/ to lobby 
0770 to learn about (the contexts of) the partner projects/ countries 
0780 transparency or to get/ give an overview about the activities 
0790 fast and personal communication 
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I.4.2 List of Elements 
%0110 #01 Contacts with highly experienced partners 
%0110 #01 to build a strong network with the other countries 
%0110 #01 getting in contact for new projects 
%0110 #01 Personal contact in the different countries for expert knowledge 
%0110 #01 Creating strong links with European public/ private organisation working in the 

Childcare sector 
%0110 #01 leading to possible collaboration in future projects 
%0110 #01 Found new partners. 
%0110 #01 Neue Kontakte 
%0120 #01 I hope the brochures that will be published in the months to come will bring new 

knowledge on flexibility, integrated centres, professionalism [#03] 
%0120 #01 Exchange of good practices 
%0120 #01 interesting to see how the different projects are managed 
%0120 #01 interesting to see that there are different ways to work on the same topic 
%0120 #01 learning from the others (methods, tools, …) 
%0120 #01 to discover good practices from the other countries 
%0120 #01 Expert knowledge about childcare and labour market system in the participating 

countries 
%0120 #01 learning from experiences of the European partners 
%0120 #01 exchanging information about work "practices" 
%0120 #01 Getting to know the context and functioning of other Childcare Systems 
%0120 #01 Examples of good practices in organizing childcare services, these examples were 

seen and learned during visits 
%0120 #01 I have got an idea about childcare systems (organization, administration, structure, 

provision) and the issues they face in participating countries 
%0120 #01 Information gained about different educational systems 
%0120 #01 It gave me possibility to evaluate childcare system of my own country 
%0120 #01 Varied form of child care system, which are used in different countries 
%0120 #01 Austausch von "good practice" Modellen und Erfahrungen 
%0120 #01 Best practice Beispiele aus den verschiedenen Ländern 
%0120 #01 exchange of knowledge and good practices 
%0120 #01 internationaler Austausch Forschung - Praxis  
%0130 #01 getting stronger in our national work 
%0130 #01 It was my first experience in working in transnational network, working on the joint 

documents, leading the transnatiional working group, and I will feel much more 
confident if I do it next time 

%0130 #01 confidence that one is on the right way  
%0140 #01 To give good ideas for the national project: ex gender instrument [#02] 
%0140 #01 developing common products 
%0140 #01 exchanging tools  
%0140 #01 Erarbeiten und Anpassen von Arbeitsmaterialien an die spezifischen nationalen 

Begebenheiten 
%0200 #02 the gender instrument [#03] 
%0200 #02 the dvd [#03] 
%0200 #02 "Vaterinstrument" is already in use [#03] 
%0200 #03 By integrating the transnational partners, we have been able to discover existing 

tools and to get them (for example: Quick Scan and the Competences Profile de-
veloped by Flemish partners in their regional context) 

%0210 #02 DVD Childcare Stories and father participation brochure are of great quality and 
give the partners lot's of opportunities in their own country and abroad [#01] 

%0210 #02 The DVD can be used to draw attention on the new emergent needs of parents 
(working, in training,refugees, parents who life in poverty…) for atypical childcare 
Childcare Stories has been used in international conferences in New Zealand 
(Wellington, Christchurch), Brussels, Gelsenkirchen, Verona, Bratislava, Birming-
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ham, Brittany, Aix-en-Provence, Ireland, Luxemburg and in many national and re-
gional meetings and conferences.  

%0210 #02 The products developed within the network can be used as a lobbying tool on pol-
icy makers 

%0210 #02 To sensibilize politicians concerning childcare problems: ex ‘flexibility’, ‘DVD child-
care’  

%0210 #02 We already use the jointly produced DVD Childcare Stories for mainstream activi-
ties 

%0210 #02 We will produce out of the questionaires (‘flexibility’ and ‘integrated services’) a 
publication in german which will come out as a book 

%0210 #02 Transfer the information we got to our local level 
%0210 #02 Document prepared in working group ‘Integrated services’ could be and will be 

used for lobbying politicians 
%0210 #02 Long and short version of document prepared in working group "Flexibility": the 

short vertion will be useful for lobbying politicians 
%0210 #02 Material prepared for WG ‘Flexibility services’ will be used for national publication 
%0210 #02 ‚Elternbetreuung - Auch für Väter’: Oeffentlichkeitsarbeit 
%0210 #02 DVD "Childcare stories" für die Sensibilisierung von politischen Entscheidungsträ-

gern und für breite Offentlichkeit für die Vielschichtigkeit des Themas 
%0210 #02 DVD Childcare Stories: Oeffentlichkeitsarbeit 
%0210 #02 DVD: mainstreaming (politicians) 
%0210 #02 Konferenzen 
%0210 #02 Sensibilisierung für die Bedeutung von flexibler und qualitativ hochwertiger Kinder-

betreuung 
%0220 #02 the developed products can be a starting point for further national works (for ex-

ample the document on flexibility in childcare or the gender instrument)  
%0220 #02 The products developed within the network can be used as a starting point for fur-

ther national study about a specific topic.   
%0220 #02 We will use the gender-screening-instrument "Väterbroschüre" in kindergartens of 

AWO 
%0220 #02 Adapt and transfer the products to organisations working in the Childcare Sector, 

to be used in their daily activities 
%0220 #02 some products, e.g. videos about fathers participation in child upbringing and men 

participation in child care can be adopted in our countries and used for the promo-
tion of equal participation and shared responsibities of both genders 

%0220 #02 We can use products as a source of information, e.g., about child care systems in 
different countries, we can make referals to the documents we have created 

%0220 #02 "Vaterinstrument": used in the Maison Relais childcare structures 
%0220 #02 zur Anregung von Qualitätsentwicklungsprozessen 
%0230 #02 Yes: the father instrument (we plan to offer more lectures about it) [#03] 
%0230 #02 We will be using the "Childcare Stories" DVD film for in service and initial training 

sessions [#03] 
%0230 #02 Long and short version of document prepared in working group "Flexibility": The 

long version will be useful for students and specialists  
%0230 #02 "Vaterinstrument" für die Weiterbildung des pädagogischen Fachpersonals 
%0230 #02 Aus- und Fortbildung im Bereich der Kinderbetreuung 
%0230 #02 Aus- und Weiterbildung für z.B. Tagesmütter und -väter für Erzieher und Erziehe-

rinnen 
%0230 #02 DVD: material for discussion in courses for pedagogic staff 
%0230 #02 hausinterne Fortbildungen in Kindertagesstätten 
%0230 #03 ‚Elternbeteiligung - Auch für Väter’: Schulung von LeiterInnen von Kindertagesstät-

ten und Tagesmüttern und -vätern 
%0300 #03 The experience gained in making the film and the brochure has already proven to 

be interesting to put into action 
%0300 #03 yes, the results of the working group "accreditation of prior learning" are very im-

portant for our home country 
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%0300 #03 I as a university teacher can use the knowledge I gained by participating in the 
cooperation by aplying it in my teaching materials 

%0310 #03 These documents (Quick Scan and the Competences Profile developed by Flem-
ish partners) have helped us to build up our questionnaire about accreditation of 
prior learning experience developed within our national work.   

%0310 #03 Gender activities to gain more male child minders and childcare workers - activities 
from QUALIFLEX/ Luxembourg and ECCE AMA/ Belgium 

%0310 #03 We also took some ideas from the Belgian French speaking partner for the devel-
opment of a web-based "Resource Center" for the Childcare sector 

%0310 #03 We were very interested in the "diversity" issue which is the basis of the Belgian 
VBJK action 

%0310 #03 Flexible payment for childcare services 
%0310 #03 Flexible working hour  of child care institution. 
%0310 #03 Representatives from the kindergartens can apply things they have seen during 

visits in childcare institutions directly in their working place, espacially some as-
pects of organization, administration of child care and educational services 

%0310 #03 to use ideas how flexibility and integration aspects can be put into practice 
%0310 #03 ZigZag project with the Flemish partner on the implementation of the Reggio Emilia 

pedagogy 
%0310 #03 Die Dokumentation der Arbeitsgruppen als Grundlage für das Schreiben von 

Fachartikeln 
%0310 #03 Blended Learning in trainings for child minders - developed by the belgian partners 

ECCE AMA 
%0310 #03 Training for using the gender-instrument "Väterbroschüre" for childcare workers 
%0410 #04 +Especially the good co-operation between Luxemburg, Germany and Flanders for 

the DVD and the fatherbrochure was for me the key to success. The round table 
conference in November 06 had brought those three partners together 

%0410 #04 +everybody is in a good "mood" during the transnational meeting 
%0410 #04 +The friendly atmosphere within the network 
%0410 #04 +The wish to achieve our goals and to have instruments and tools to implement in 

our own national context 
%0410 #04 +Faith into the workforce of the cooperation 
%0410 #04 +the frankness of all participants for intercultural exchange 
%0410 #04 +The good personal contact (same way of thinking) [#05] 
%0410 #04 +All partners were willing to communicate 
%0410 #04 +everyone's willingness to cooperate 
%0410 #04 +good will 
%0410 #04 +openness of partners 
%0410 #04 +Offenheit aller Partner (Personen) 
%0410 #04 +Offenheit aller Partner (Personen) 
%0420 #04 +A quite good leadership  
%0420 #04 +The working groups 
%0420 #04 +good organisation in each country 
%0420 #05 -Be in touch with all the members is not always easy.  
%0420 #05 -we've lost a lot of time in certain transnational meetings 
%0420 #05 -internet portal: some people were (and someone still is) reluctant to use such a 

technology [#06] 
%0420 #05 -low budgets for the transnational work 
%0420 #05 -Sometimes tools (eg. questionnaires) were delivered in the work groups before an 

agreement on the work group "mission" and a clear understanding of the "work to 
be done" was effectively reached among the partners. [#07] 

%0420 #4 +The quality in my opinion was the best in collaboration around the film, because it 
was very clear what we were doing, and there was a strong leadership. [#24] 

%0430 #04 +the efforts and commitments of each transnational partner to be really involved 
and effective 

%0430 #04 +the engagement of all participants for intercultural exchange 
%0430 #04 +Active involvement of all partners 
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%0430 #04 +All partners were committed  
%0430 #04 +all partners have worked to make it a success 
%0430 #04 +Engagement aller Partner (Personen) 
%0430 #04 +Engagement aller Partner (Personen) 
%0430 #05 -Main constraint in the first year of the TC was that partners did not meet agreed 

deadlines. Partly it is understandable, because all are very busy in their jobs 
%0440 #04 +the participation of persons/ organisations, which are well versed in working in 

transnational networks 
%0440 #04 +The quality of the organisations involved in the project and of their representants 
%0440 #04 +Professional competence 
%0440 #04 +großes Know how vieler Partner 
%0440 #04 +Partner aus Praxis und Forschung (--> Transfer wird erleichtert) 
%0440 #04 +the quality of partners  
%0440 #05 -a lack of knowledge and experience in of how to produce and distribute transna-

tional products. I had the feeling that this also the case in this TCA. The centre 
were I work was the only partner with a wide experience in making transnational 
products.   

%0450 #04 +the interest that the society in Europe has put on Childcare issues 
%0450 #04 +gemeinsame Interessen 
%0450 #04 +gemeinsames Interesse 
%0450 #04 +zielorientiertes Arbeiten 
%0450 #05 -The fact that every member are busy working on their own national project 
%0450 #05 -we had to make something coherent even if there were differents goals, contexts 

and approaches 
%0450 #05 -All parters were very busy 
%0450 #05 -Big work load, as we not just participate in the project but work for our organiztions 

and have different responsibilities.  
%0460 #05 -Language is a crucial  factor for success. In this TCA we use English as common 

language but none of the participants has English as his mothertongue and this 
was for the most partners difficult. We have experienced that among  countries 
which have  French or German language in common  it was easier to come to 
good products.  

%0460 #05 -and the cultural differences 
%0460 #05 -Language problems among partners 
%0460 #05 -the language  
%0460 #05 -little knowledge about the social and political structures in the partner countries 
%0460 #05 -the fact that you have at least one language in which you can easily communicate 

with a partner is of greatest importance - partners that have difficulties to express 
themselves will not help the process to go on. Yet it is rather difficult to know in ad-
vance the language skills of a partner's network. 

%0500 #08 +It is a wonderful way to learn more about europe-I gained a lot of experience for 
my work but also for my personal development 

%0500 #08 -We have to be really involved from the beginning  
%0500 #08 sich auf die Kompetenz der jeweiligen Partner basieren [verlassen]  
%0500 #08 +evaluation can play a fundamental role in helping the partners get the most out of 

their experience  
%0510 #07 -some technical support in how to make good TCA products 
%0510 #07 -It was very heavy to discuss at the end about a common layout for the products. It 

would be much easier to have some money in the beginning and have a "corporate 
design" for the products - this makes the presentation of the products better and 
helps to concentrate on the content, not on the form.- 

%0510 #08 -especially for partners with no former experience it takes a lot of time to come to 
results. 

%0510 #08 -It is not easy to produce a joint product all together.  
%0510 #08 -someone in the team (DP) has to be responsible for the transnational cooperation 

("TC"). That person has to be fluent in the language of the TC.  
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%0510 #08 in transnational work involve human recources highly interested in the project is-
sues, "open-minded" and able to transfer what they know and learn 

%0510 #08 Distance is a problem of money 
%0511 #06 +at least one transnational meeting in every country 
%0511 #06 +the number of meetings (it's a good pace) 
%0511 #06 +the organisation of meeting was really ok: a ballanced mix of work, visits and "so-

cial" occasion that allowed us to meet our work programme goals , to get in touch 
with everyday life operative contexts  and to build an atmosphere of reciprocal trust 
among the partners, thus allowing the flow of information and experiences 

%0511 #06 +I would do meetings in every partner country 
%0511 #06 +Organise partners meeting in all countries.  
%0511 #06 +The round tables were a very good way of introducing new ideas in the different 

countries   
%0511 #07 -It is important to take decision in groups and then work by him/herself.  
%0511 #07 -adopt a clear way of proceeding (eg. step 1: defining the mission and goals of 

each workgroup, which basically means "what we want to get from our common 
work"; step 2: planning the work to be done (eg.  

%0511 #07 using a gant chart and other planning documents 
%0511 #07 to have a basis for monitoring the advancement 
%0511 #07 -I would give more time for the discussions about terms or concepts, they have to 

be clarified among partners, because although we use the same words, often 
mean different figs (with different meanings).;  

%0511 #07 -more intermediate small transnational meetings [#06] 
%0511 #07 -Organising more small workshops  
%0511 #07 -planning less time for plenary sessions 
%0511 #07 -spend more time in working groups in the initial phase of the collaboration 
%0511 #07 -I would give more time for the work in working groups. 
%0511 #07 -More time for working group. 
%0511 #08 Zeit für gegenseitiges Kennenlernen, Austausch, Studienbesuche ist wichtig zum 

gegenseitigen Verständnis 
%0511 #08 -Meetings in group are expensive and difficult 
%0511 #08 -[Conditions for a better work in work groups:] …All these proposals imply that: 1) 

some time can be dedicated to getting to know the other partners and  
%0511 #08 -[Conditions for a better work in work groups:] to exchange information about inter-

ests, also in less structured way, without the need to start working in groups imme-
diately. This could lead to the definition of mission and goals for workgroups where 
each partners can feel really involved and interested in working in [#07] 

%0511 #08 -We think that the planning of each work group programme could be improved 
significantly. [#07] 

%0512 #06 +The quality in my opinion was the best in collaboration around the film, because it 
was very clear what we were doing, and there was a strong leadership. [#24] 

%0512 #06 +our allocated secretariat system 
%0512 #06 +I think the sharing of secretariat time by partners was good idea as well. 
%0512 #06 +Sharing secretary work 
%0512 #06 +sharing secretary work. 
%0512 #07 -More leadership from the beginning  in some workgroups  
%0512 #07 -Maybe it's better to choose one organisation as coordinator for the whole time.  
%0512 #07 -sharing some "tools" among all workgroups to give "uniformity" to this planning 

activity (eg. templates for declaring mission and goals, template for gant chart).  
%0512 #08 -[Conditions for a better work in work groups:] …All these proposals imply that: 2) 

one of the partners can play an "organisational" role, thus proposing procedures 
and tools that can improve the way the partnership exchange information and 
work. [#07] 

%0512 #08 -Both these conditions are very difficult to meet when you are starting collaborating 
with organisations/people you have never worked with. [#07] 

%0512 #08 May be EQUAL people (national support structures) could be helpful in producing 
practical guides about these organisational aspects. [#07] 
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%0513 #06 +choice to participate in the working groups that really interest us  
%0513 #06 +I would choose the same partners :-) 
%0513 #07 -I would try to get a higher budget for the transnational work. 
%0513 #07 -I would try to inform myself about the general conditions of the other countries 

before  beginning the project. 
%0513 #07 -Maybe I would concentrate the cooperation on only two or three partners.  
%0520 #06 Communication via email and telephone 
%0520 #06 +the idea of combination of work in a whole group and working groups, and visits 

to organizations during our meetings was very good and worked out very well.  
%0520 #06 +conferences;  
%0520 #07 -more personal contact 
%0520 #07 -more use emails.  
%0520 #08 -conferences: the subjects have to really match what we are working on, presented 

in a comprehensive language and not repeating something we've already heard 
%0520 #08 be very clear and supportive when introducing new "issues" and contexts to your 

foreign partners 
%0521 #06 +The collaboration in the DVD Childcare Stories and with the father participation 

brochure was excellent [#01] 
%0521 #06 +The way the film was produced was excellent 
%0521 #06 +working groups 
%0521 #06 +Arbeitsgruppen, die zu einem konkreten Produkt führen, das später für Aus-, Wei-

terbildung und Oeffentlichkeitsarbeit eingesetzt werden kann (Bsp. DVD, Instru-
ment "Elternbeteiligung") 

%0521 #07 -Gruppenarbeit --> weniger Arbeitsgruppen 
%0521 #08 -We have noticed that when members of the working group do not prepare their 

homework, the evolution process is slower  
%0521 #08 -eher kleine Arbeitsgruppen zu spezifischen Themen 
%0522 #06 +one transnational website 
%0522 #06 +the Internet Portal was really useful: even if some people were (and someone still 

is) reluctant to use such a technology, in our opinion it has proved to be a powerful 
tool to share information and to work together in-beetwen the meetings 

%0522 #07 -to implement a chatroom in our internet portal 
%0522 #07 -The internet portal;  
%0522 #07 -Less use Portal  
%0523 #06 -visits at the partners projects - early in the project and as many as possible: impor-

tant to understand the partners work and how they feel about things. Once you get 
to know each other you work better together even at distance. Its important to un-
derstand each partners culture. 

%0523 #06 +Visits to all partnes' countries 
%0523 #06 +Study visits are important for getting an impression of practical work in other 

countries 
%0523 #06 +Organizing study visits to institution. 
%0523 #06 +programme of all visits 
%0523 #06 +Studienbesuche, Besichtigung von Kinderbetreuungsstrukturen mit anschließen-

der Diskussion 
%0523 #06 +visits 
%0523 #08 +Continuing the visits and personal exchanges; 
%0530 #06 +Arbeitsgruppen, die zu einem konkreten Produkt führen, das später für Aus-, Wei-

terbildung und Oeffentlichkeitsarbeit eingesetzt werden kann (Bsp. DVD, Instru-
ment "Elternbeteiligung") 

%0530 #06 +DVD;  
%0530 #07 -Gruppenarbeit --> bescheidenere Ziele  
%0530 #07 -Gruppenarbeit --> keine zu "breiten" Themen, da die nationalen Gesetzgebungen, 

kulturellen Hintergründe ganz verschieden sind  
%0530 #07 -Themen für Arbeitsgruppen: einige Themen waren sehr breit; --> eher spezifische 

Fragestellungen oder Arbeitsgruppen, in denen ein "best practice-Produkt" aus ei-
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nem Land (Bsp. "Elternbeteiligung- Auch für Väter") in den anderen getestet und 
angewendet wird;  

%0530 #08 start working together having first agreed on basic but very concrete common 
goals 

%0530 #08 -weniger das "gemeinsame" Entwickeln wollen, sondern mehr das Nationale be-
schreibend darstellen und so das "Verstehen" des Anderen ermöglichen 

%0540 #08 -I have to improve my language skills, not only in English but also in German, 
Dutch, Italian and Lithuanian…  

%0540 #08 someone in the team (DP) has to be responsible for the transnational cooperation 
("TC"). That person has to be fluent in the language of the TC.  

%0540 #08 -I would give more time for the discussions about terms or concepts, they have to 
be clarified among partners, because although we use the same words, often 
mean different figs (with different meanings).;  

%0540 #08 -Important that the most (or even all) of representatives of partners could speak (be 
able to speak) the main language of the partnership. 

%0540 #08 -Partners have to understand and be able to communicate in official language, 
which is used in transnational partnership. 

%0540 #08 To respect cultural differences. 
%0540 #08 -auch das Übersetzen ins Englische - für alle Partner eine Fremdsprache - ist sehr 

energie- und zeitaufwendig 
%0540 #08 genaue Definition von Begriffen von Anfang an ist wichtig (was bedeutet "xy" in den 

jeweiligen Ländern genau) 
%0540 #08 -the fact that you have at least one language in which you can easily communicate 

with a partner is of greatest importance - partners that have difficulties to express 
themselves will not help the process to go on. Yet it is rather difficult to know in ad-
vance the language skills of a partner's network. 

%0610 #09 Assistance in the conceptual phase could help a lot.   
%0610 #09 Professionals should open their mind to europe (even if it is not always very easy; 

eg different languages; a lot of work in own country etc.) 
%0610 #09 Both these conditions are very difficult to meet when you are starting collaborating 

with organisations/people you have never worked with. May be EQUAL people (na-
tional support structures) could be helpful in producing practical guides about these 
organisational aspects. [#07] 

%0610 #09 Professionals: Be "open" to diversity issues and ready to manage them.  
%0610 #09 To use different forms of childcare services. 
%0610 #09 To use flexible payment for services. Use more different and various forms of flexi-

ble child care services. 
%0610 #09 Nicht nach Allheillösungen suchen, sondern den Austausch in den Mittelpunkt der 

europäischen Aktionen und Programme setzen 
%0610 #09 Professionals: have a look outside your habits and problems - it's really worth it.  
%0620 #09 Many countries suffer from the same problems than us! And they try to solve them. 

We're not alone! 
%0620 #09 Some countries have good practices! We have to adapt and implement them in our 

country. 
%0620 #09 Although there are very different social and political structures in European coun-

tries you can see most of social problems are similar (like demografic changes, 
discrimination of migrants, unemployment …); It's possible and necessery to de-
velop common strategies of solution. 

%0620 #09 my opinion our world has only future if we learn from each other. 
%0620 #09 Transnational work and exchange is very useful even for people working in prac-

tise of social institutions. It's a possibility to open their minds for new concepts and 
ideas.;  

%0620 #09 Politicians: Childcare is a strategical issue for the quality of people life (I am sure 
they already know it). We need to learn from other experiences and invest in this. 

%0620 #09 Integration and flexibility doesn't mean less quality, flexible and and integrated 
services can reach high quality of services.  
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%0620 #09 Some countries have developed useful tools which can be implemented and 
adapted to our local context. 

%0630 #09 Transnational co-operation is very useful 
%0630 #09 Transnational co-operation is an added value  
%0630 #09 transnational cooperation is not a waste of time or money ! 
%0630 #09 Politicians should force more international projects (not only european) because 

world is merging together.  
%0630 #09 Diversity, Diversität ist reichhaltig und eine europäische Spezifizität, die es zu wah-

ren und fördern gilt. Wir brauchen Programme wie Equal mit transnationalen Part-
nerschaften, um so das "Andere" kennen und schätzen zu lernen. Dies ermöglicht 
bei uns ein weites, breites Denken (open minded).  

%0630 #09 Kennenlernen, Anpassung und Mainstreaming von "good practice" Beispielen ist 
sinnvoll  

%0630 #09 Politicians : it's worth the money - bring up subjects where you need input and help 
people to set up projects. Innovation is a must these days and it's done best at 
grassroots' level. 

%0630 #09 Transnationaler Austausch (exchange of good practice) ist wichtig;  
%0700 #11 to evaluate the "homework" [work at home],  
%0700 #11 get new ideas 
%0700 #11 to become open-minded 
%0700 #12 Conferences and the round table in Luxemburg, Brussels and Gelsenkirchen were 

very successful in supporting the work that was done on a regional level.  
%0700 #12 open our mind  
%0700 #12 to know the results from different studies.  
%0700 #13 -nothing 
%0700 #14 For the operative communication between partners,  
%0700 #15 -never used 
%0700 #16 -we have not done this 
%0700 #16 -not really useful for me, I don't like to use those tools 
%0700 #16 -not used by my working group 
%0700 #16 -never used 
%0700 #16 -not used 
%0700 #16 -I do not used it 
%0700 #16 -I don't remember using it. 
%0700 #16 -It was not used 
%0700 #16 -I didn't use this. 
%0710 #10 conceiving the structure of the joint documents,  
%0710 #10 fixing the deadlines 
%0710 #10 sharing the tasks,  
%0710 #10 taking decisions,  
%0710 #10 to dispatch the work  
%0710 #10 to plan,  
%0710 #10 to take decisions,  
%0710 #10 discuss complex issues 
%0710 #10 to discuss,  
%0710 #10 to plan  
%0710 #10 clarification of concepts and terms. 
%0710 #10 decision making on time shedule;  
%0710 #10 definition of  concepts 
%0710 #10 Discussion on document structure,  
%0710 #10 discussions of structure and content of the document, revision of the document,  
%0710 #10 for the planing process;  
%0710 #10 to agree on the content of future final documents..  
%0710 #10 to clarify definitions and it's meaning, because almost in all countries same defini-

tions means different things (regarding childcare services and it's terminology);  
%0710 #10 Diskussion,  
%0710 #11 to line out the strategy of the transnational cooperation 
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%0710 #14 discussions on important and urgent issues,  
%0710 #16 to plan in a cost wise manner. (It's not really a TCA meeting but it helps)  
%0710 #16 to take decisions,  
%0710 #16 to get a quick decision  
%0710 #16 Abstimmung, Diskussion zwischen Arbeitstreffen 
%0710 #16 to exchange about urgent questions, problems 
%0720 #10 checking the information  
%0720 #10 to dispatch the information 
%0720 #10 Austausch,  
%0720 #10 exchange experiences,  
%0720 #10 learn more about integrated services and compare the situations in different coun-

tries 
%0720 #13 To find the necessary documents 
%0720 #13 exchange, collect and store documents  
%0720 #13 exchange, collect and store information 
%0720 #13 to upload/ download documents=exchange of information 
%0720 #13 to store documents which are of interest to all members of the working group or the 

partnership 
%0720 #13 accessing information about events (meetings);  
%0720 #13 It is the place there you can find all documents.  
%0720 #13 search, find and place documents  
%0720 #13 search, find and place information. 
%0720 #13 To place final versions of the documents, we always knew where to find full ver-

sions of the documents. 
%0720 #13 fast and regular communication,  
%0720 #13 to put the different working documents at different steps so that there is an over-

view 
%0720 #13 um aktuelle Dokumente etc. für alle zugänglich bereit zu stellen  
%0720 #14 to get a quick information to all partners 
%0720 #14 exchanging documents 
%0720 #14 exchanging information about events;  
%0720 #14 for sharing information e.g. about visits' programmes,  
%0720 #14 share information. 
%0723 #15 exchange official documents 
%0723 #15 for official documents 
%0723 #15 official documents 
%0723 #15 to send official documents 
%0723 #15 exchanging formal documents (those bearing signatures, eg. TCA) 
%0723 #15 For sending signed transnational agreements, and contracts with service providers 

e.g. with Univation for evaluation. 
%0723 #15 It is used when you have to sign some documents 
%0723 #15 it was only used for signing additional contracts, if needed (like with Univation) 
%0723 #15 Formale Angelegenheiten (Unterschriften bzgl. TCA_Vertrag);  
%0723 #15 officialize our work,  
%0723 #15 send official documents  
%0723 #15 send printed materials 
%0723 #15 Senden von Print- Dokumenten 
%0723 #15 sending "products" 
%0730 #10 to check the results of our work;  
%0730 #10 to monitor advancement of workplans 
%0730 #14 to organize the collaboration 
%0730 #14 organizational practicalities. 
%0730 #14 remind partners about deadlines  
%0730 #14 Organisation zwischen den Arbeitstreffen 
%0730 #16 to finalize organizational questions (last preparation for international conferences),  
%0740 #10 necessary to get to know each others ideas and concepts  
%0740 #10 to explore expert meanings in the different countries 
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%0740 #10 to learn about each others context and interests 
%0740 #10 to build up a relation 
%0740 #11 making contacts with professionals 
%0740 #12 to get a speech from Michel Vandenbroeck for instance -  it was really interesting.   
%0740 #12 to diverse [pass on] the knowledge of the participating countries 
%0740 #12 clarification of the ideas I have with others who are outside the project.  
%0740 #12 meeting others who haven't participated in the project,  
%0740 #12 to have broader/ wider discussions with public (not project partners). 
%0740 #12 to listen to interesting presentations, different views and perpectives,  
%0750 #10 necessary to make progress in developing the products  
%0750 #10 conceive the tools we intended to produce 
%0750 #10 to get on with the working process  
%0750 #10 Arbeit an dem Produkt 
%0750 #10 to produce the document the group was set up for  
%0750 #14 to add information to text and to correct them 
%0750 #14 to get on with the working process  
%0750 #14 to work together  
%0750 #16 to get on with the working process 
%0760 #12 It was also a way to promote products (DVD) 
%0760 #12 Luxembourg was important for the good "image" of the improving childcare group.  
%0760 #12 showing our project funders and local partners we are working at the European 

level  
%0760 #12 How to lobbying activities. 
%0760 #12 Anerkennung der transnationalen Projektarbeit,  
%0760 #12 Aufbauarbeit für Innovationen im eigenen Land leisten,  
%0760 #12 Mainstreaming des gemeinsam entwickelten Produkts "Childcare Stories";  
%0760 #12 mainstreaming, get messages to politicians and to professionals 
%0760 #12 Öffnen der Gremien 
%0760 #12 Sensibilisierung von Politikern und Fachöffentlichkeit 
%0760 #12 unser Projekt bekannt zu machen,  
%0760 #13 give visibility to our project 
%0760 #13 have an "official structure" (plattform) 
%0770 #11 To get to know the difference in context that exists 
%0770 #11 observing the reality on the floor 
%0770 #11 see how childcare structures are organised in other countries 
%0770 #11 to learn good practices and see how it works in the other countries 
%0770 #11 to get an impression of the practical work/ to understand the specific framework of 

the partner country 
%0770 #11 learn about different sociological, political and operative contexts;  
%0770 #11 practical experience 
%0770 #11 to see in practice how the services are organized in other countries. 
%0770 #11 To survey situation in other partners country,  
%0770 #11 to understand how it works in practice, e.g., how the notion of flexibility and integra-

tion is put into practice, how does it change the practical issues (practicalities) of 
service delivery (organization, administration, staffing and other practicalities).  

%0770 #11 know about the cultural context,  
%0770 #11 see good practices work,  
%0770 #11 to gain another approach for his proper acting,  
%0770 #11 to understand the thinking and acting of the TCA partner,  
%0770 #11 zum gegenseitigen Kennenlernen und besseren Verständnis: Kennenlernen der 

Rahmenbedingungen, in denen gearbeitet wird; kulturelle Hintergründe; Arbeits-
weisen,  

%0770 #12 to get an impression from the subjects and the "culture" of the public discussion (in 
Luxembourg) 

%0770 #12 learn about different sociological, political and operative contexts;  
%0780 #13 have an overview of all the network evolution process 
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%0780 #13 storing and organising contents about the project as a whole (eg. Steering Commit-
tee minutes, evaluation reports) and about our common work (eg. drafts, reports);  

%0780 #13 update our projects,  
%0780 #14 communicate in transparent way 
%0790 #14 stay in contact  
%0790 #14 keep in touch and react quickly 
%0790 #14 stay in touch with the members of my working groups 
%0790 #14 to keep in touch;  
%0790 #14 have more quick response  
%0790 #14 Urgency connections with partners 
%0790 #14 personal and fast exchange,  
%0790 #14 work as fast as possible while sending around document and comments or propo-

sitions 
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I.5 Product Descriptions 

EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 

 

Name of product: Flexibility in Childcare – International report 

Short description: This report presents the organisation of flexible childcare services within the con-
text of the European countries involved in this research work (Belgium, Germany, Italy, Lithuania, 
Luxemburg). This report is completed by a list of quality criteria for flexible childcare structures. 

Objective :  Information: the reader will be able to know and compare different forms and examples of 
flexible childcare services; including best practice examples from different countries.  

Targeted public: European, national, regional and local authorities, early childhood educators, social 
workers.  

Users: European, national, regional and local authorities, early childhood educators, social workers.  

Type of product: Report 

Type of media: digital format (distribution through CD and project website) 
www.improvingchildcare.org 

 
Characteristics: 

Prerequisites: - 
Number of pages: ? 
Available languages: English 
Place and date of edition: www.improvingchildcare.org; End of 2007 

 
Authors/designers: 

Dirk Brants (dirk.brants@vcok.be) 
Fabian Conrotte (fabian.conrotte@promemploi.be) 

Reine Marcelis (contact@cce.be) 
Elisa Jacobs (contact@cce.be ) 

Sabine Görke-Becker (abc@awo-en.de ) 
Elisa Boaretto (elisa.boaretto@gmail.com ) 

Jurate Seduikiene (jurate@lygus.lt ) 
Nicole Horn (nicole.horn@caritas.lu) 

Danielle Schronen (danielle.schronen@caritas.lu ) 
Rasa Laiconiene (rasa.laiconiene@vilnius.lt ) 

 
Contact person:  

Nicole Horn 
Tel.: 00352 40 21 31 254 

E-mail address : Nicole.horn@caritas.lu (www.qualiflex.lu) 
Website : www.improvingchildcare.org 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: Comparison of trainings in the field of childcare 

Short description: This theme, in line with the general objectives of the transnational activity and in 
collaboration with the other Work Groups, aimed at collecting information about job profiles and train-
ing paths of child care workers (in-home and collective childcare services for children from 0 to 3 years 
old) in the countries of the partners, and at developing a common methodological approach and prac-
tical intervention tools. Starting from the collection of job profiles and their competences at a national 
level, we moved on analysing relevant training paths, with a particular attention to the education and 
training systems which originated them. The comparative study of these training paths helped formu-
late improvement hypothesis which could be transferred to policy makers in each partners' country. 

Objective: To compare the differences existing within the childcare sector 

Targeted public: everyone involved in childcare 

Users: everyone involved in childcare 

Type of product: Report 

Type of media: paper document and digital format  

 

Characteristics: 
Prerequisites: none 
Number of pages: 20 (Word version) 
Available languages: English - Italian 
Place and date of edition: Improving Childcare – 2007/2008 

 
Authors/designers : 

COPIN – Cooperare per l’Infanzia 
IAL CISL Abruzzo 
Via Aterno, 256 
65128 Pescara 

www.equalcopin.org 
 

Contact person :  
Chiara Civitano 

Tel : 0039 085 43216207 
Fax : 0039/085 43216211 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: “un questionnaire et son guide d’utilisation à l’usage des encadrant-e-s des ac-
cueillant-e-s d’enfants (accueil à caractère familial)” – “a questionnaire about accreditation of prior 
learning and its guidelines for social workers in family day care”  

Short description: The concept of “accreditation of prior learning” (APL) is currently under discussion 
at European level. Many member states have changed or will change their vocational training system 
in this regard. By creating a questionnaire to identify, assess and acknowledge prior (formal and in-
formal) learning (skills, experience and knowledge) within childcare, we can make an active contribu-
tion to this process. However, it is important to mention that the method developed and tested by the 
DP “Une ardeur d’enfance” (French Community of Belgium) refers more to the 'continuity' in the proc-
ess, rather than the concept of 'recognition of acquired competences'(in the strict sense of the word) 
which has become a growing concern within the European Union and the member states in recent 
years (see European Qualification Framework).  

Objective: To be specific, this assessment tool (available in French and English) aims at helping so-
cial workers to identify an applicant’s or an active family day carer’s skills to facilitate and improve 
follow-up processes, and to help them create their portfolio.  

This product has been developed within a transnatio nal framework. to help the social workers to 
identify and take the best of the competences of an applicant or an active family day carer, to facilitate 
and improve the follow up of applicants or active day carers, to help the family day carer to constitute 
their owne portfolio. 

Targeted public: everyone involved in family day care 

Users: everyone involved in family day care 

Type of product: interview manual (questionnaire+ guidelines) 

Type of media: paper document and electronic file 
 
Characteristics : 

Prerequisites : none 
Number of pages : 16 
Available languages : French and english 
Place and date of edition : Arlon (Belgium), November 2007 

 
Authors/designers : 

Address: Promemploi ASBL 
Contact person: Sylvie Lefebvre 

Tel.: 063/24.25.22         Fax : 063/24.25.29 
E-mail address: sylvie.lefebvre@promemploi.be 

Website: www.promemploi.be 
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Availability : Office de la Naissance et de l’Enfance (ONE), Florence Pirard, conseillère pédagogique, Rue Fleu-
rie, 2, 6800 Libramont 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: Integrated Services in Early Childhood Education – An International Report 

Short description: In Childhood Education the term “Integrated Services” has begun to be used in 
several countries to describe different forms of collaboration among public, private and voluntary pro-
viders of social services aimed at better addressing the needs of young children and their families. 
This report presents the organisation of childcare services and the development of different forms of 
integration within the context of the European countries involved in this research work (Luxembourg,  
Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Belgium/Flanders) and some information about other countries (USA, Swe-
den).  

Objective: The reader will be able to know and compare different forms and examples of Childcare 
Integrated Services, getting also background information about some European Childcare Systems. 
The product has been developed in the transnational framework. The product was supposed to fill the 
gap caused by the lack of information about the Integrated services and prepared comparison.  

Targeted public: European, national, regional and local authorities, early childhood educators, social 
workers.  

Users: European, national, regional and local authorities, early childhood educators, social workers.  

Type of product: Research Report 

Type of media: digital format (distribution through CD and project website) 
www.improvingchildcare.org  
 
Characteristics : 

Prerequisites : - 
Number of pages :  
Available languages : English 
Place and date of edition : www.improvingchildcare.org  

 
Authors/designers : 

Italy  
Elisa Boaretto (elisa.boaretto@gmail.com) 
Chiara Civitano (c.civitano@ial.abruzzo.it) 
Luca Barbero (l.barbero@ial.abruzzo.it) 

Lithuania  
Jolita Buzaityte-Kasalyniene (jolitab@takas.lt) 

Jurgita Peciuriene (jurgita@lygus.lt) 
Daiva Atmanaviciene (edgada@yahoo.co.uk) 

Luxembourg:  
Danielle Schronen (danielle.schronen@caritas.lu) 

Belgium  
Els Mertens (els.mertens@stad.antwerpen.be) 

Nikie Maes (nikie.maes@ocmw-brugge.be) 
Chris De Kimpe (chris.dekimpe@gent.be) 

Katleen Govaert (katleen.govaert@kindengezin.be) 
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Lieven Verlinde (lieven@fabota.be) 
Germany  

Karin Altgeld (karin.altgeld@uni-due.de) 
André Menke (material about Sweden) 

Tim Krüger (material about USA) 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: “Childcare Stories – Parents voices on education, work and childcare” 

Short description: Childcare Stories features the testimonies of 17 parents from different countries 
within the European Union. Their stories highlight the important role that childcare plays in the lives of 
both children and parents. For these parents coming from diverse backgrounds childcare is more than 
just minding their children whilst they are working. Parents are looking for a warm and caring place for 
their children and are also in search of childcare workers as equal partners in their children’s devel-
opment and education.  

Objective :  Overview of the needs of parents (including parents looking for work, disadvantaged 
groups, ethnic minority groups); reflection of our views and opinions about the role of childcare. 

Targeted public: Professionals (providers and employees in Childcare structures, family day careers, 
social and welfare workers…); parents; trainers in the field of childcare 

Users : Trainers,  Professionals; (Parents) 

Type of product : Film + Extras (interviews with parents) 

Type of media : DVD  
 
Characteristics : 

Prerequisites : 
Number of pages : - (DVD: 28 + 25 minutes) 
Available languages : NL, EN, FR, GE, IT 
Place and date of edition : Belgium (nl) 2006  

 
Authors/designers : 

Jan Peeters + Guido Verelst 
Research: Michel Vandenbroeck; Karin Esch; 

Nicole Horn 
Interviews: Karin Esch, Nicole Horn, Detlef Blasberg, Jan Pee-

ters, Renilde Claesen, Sandra Van der Mespel 
Camera &Editing: Guido Verelst 

Sound: Yvan De Beer 
Production: Jan Peeters, Caroline Boudry, Sandra Van der 

Mespel, Karin Esch, Nicole Horn 
 

Address : 
Raas van Gaverestraat 67 a 

9000 Gent 
 

Contact person : Jan Peeters 
Tel.: 0032 9 232 47 35 
Fax: 0032 9 232 47 50 

E-mail address: jan.peeters@ugent.be 
Website : www.vbjk.be 
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Availability:  Belgium:  www.vbjk.be  
  Germany:  www.verlagdasnetz.de  
  France:   le Furet 
  Luxemburg: www.qualiflex.lu  
  Italy:   
   
Comments: in addition free discussion tools (www.vbjk.be) 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: „Ouderparticipatie, ook voor vaders!“/ “Elternbeteiligung – Auch für Väter”/ “Participa-
tion des parents – les pères sont également concernés” 

Short description:  The manual (“gender screening instrument”) contains:  
- information about the important role of fathers in the education of children;  
- different forms helping to know to what degree fathers and mothers are involved in childcare struc-
tures;  
- practical advice to improve the participation of fathers and mothers in childcare structures.  

Objective: Sensibilisation of professionals concerning  
- the role of fathers in education 
- the role of fathers’ and mothers’ participation in childcare structures 
The instrument has been produced in Flanders, translated and adapted to a German and Luxem-
burgish context. It makes gender aspects visible in services for young children.  

Targeted public: Professionals (providers and employees in Childcare structures, (family day ca-
reers)); trainers in the field of childcare 

Users : Professionals 

Type of product : Brochure 

Type of media : Print 
 
Characteristics : 

Prerequisites : 
Number of pages :  36 
Available languages : NL, FR, GE 
Place and date of edition : Belgium (nl) – Luxemburg - Germany 2007  

 
Authors/designers : 

Be (nl): VBJK, Flora asbl, PB Stad Ghent 
 

French adaptation: Be: VBJK, Centre Coordonné de l’Enfance, 
Promemploi 

Lux: QUALIflex 
 

German adaptation:  
Be: VBJK 

Lux: QUALIflex 
Ge: ABC Arbeit, Betreuung, Chancengleichheit 

 
Address:  

VBJK 
Raas van Gaverestraat 67 a 

B - 9000 Gent 
 

Contact person:  
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Be (nl):  Jan Peeters 
Tel.: 0032 9 232 47 35 
Fax: 0032 9 232 47 50  

E-mail address: jan.peeters@ugent.be 
Website : www.vbjk.be 

 
Be (fr): Reine Marcelis (CCE)  

contact@cce.be 
Sylvie Lefebvre (Promemploi) 

Sylvie.lefebvre@promemploi.be 
 

Ge: Sabine Görke-Becker 
abc@awo.de 

 
Lux: Nicole Horn 

00352 40 21 31 254 
Nicole.horn@caritas.lu 

www.qualiflex.lu 
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product : A European perspective on professionalism in  Child Care  

Short description : Quality of employment is central in the EU’s objective of becoming a knowledge-
based economy. Through the increase in aging Europe needs also good quality services for young 
children to raise the birth-rate and to encourage women to stay on the labour market. In many EU 
countries the present workforce in childcare is problematic, unsustainable and requires change. The 
member states must therefore reflect seriously on the type of profession they want in the early years. 
This study tries to give an overview of inspiring examples of professionalism in childcare in Europe.      

Objective : To inspire policy makers, practitioners, childcare providers and researchers in constructing 
a world-class workforce for young children and their parents.  

Targeted public : policy makers, practitioners, childcare providers and researchers 

Users : policy makers, practitioners, childcare providers and researchers 

Type of product : Booklet/ brochure 

Type of media :  
 
Characteristics : 

Prerequisites :  
Number of pages : 140 
Available languages : English Dutch  
Place and date of edition : April 08  

 
Authors/ designers:  

Jan Peeters 
Address : 

Raas Van Gaverestraat 67 A  
9000 Gent 

Contact person : Jan Peeters 
Tel.- Fax : 

E-mail address : Jan.Peeters@Ugent.be  
Website : www.vbjk.be    

 

Availability : April 08  
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EQUAL 

Reconciliation 
work/family life 

 

Transnational Partnership: Improving Childcare: needs of families-demands of the labour market 

Coordinators: ABC, Germany; COP.IN, Italy; ECCE AMA, Belgium (Fl); FORWARD!, Lithuania; 
Promemploi ASBL, Belgium (Fr); QUALIflex, Luxembourg 

Befr n°: TC 3849 
 

Name of product: Perspectives on care work with young children 

Short description: In the context of the transnational cooperation between 4 Development Partner-
ships (namely Ecce Ama, Une ardeur d’enfance, COPIN and QUALIflex), we have addressed 3 
themes initially treated and coordinated individually by 3 different groups:   

-Comparing training paths in the field of childcare 

-Research into professionalisation in childcare in Europe 

-Creating an “interview-manual” (a questionnaire and its guidelines) regarding the accreditation of prior 
learning in family day care.  

(See description of each former group (namely WG2, WG3 and WG8) for more details.) 

In light of the close links between these topics, we have decided to merge into one group (WG9) and 
to present the different results (products) in one single document entitled “Perspectives on care work 
with young children”.  

By sharing the results of innovative action taken at national (or regional) level in the childcare sector, 
transnational cooperation between the developmental partnerships has made a valuable contribution 
to policy development at both national and European levels.  

Objective: We hope this joint document will enable the reader to understand some of the key ele-
ments of childcare work.  

Targeted public: European, national, regional and local authorities, social workers, practitioners, 
childcare providers and researchers 

Users: European, national, regional and local authorities, social workers, practitioners, childcare pro-
viders and researchers 

Type of product: Report 

Type of media: digital format  

 
Characteristics: 
Prerequisites: none 
Number of pages: 
Available languages: English  
Place and date of edition: Improving Childcare – 2007/2008 

 
Authors/designers : 

QUALIflex – Qualité et Flexibilité dans l’accueil de l’enfance 
Confédération Caritas Luxembourg 

29, rue Michel Welter 
L – 2930 Luxembourg 
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www.qualiflex.lu 
00352/ 40 21 31 200 

 
« Une ardeur d’enfance » 

ASBL Promemploi 
140, rue des Déportés 

6700 Arlon 
Belgium 

www.promemploi.be 
0032/ 63 24 25 20 

 
Ecce Ama childcare in learning networks 

VBJK 
Raas Van Gaverestraat 67 A 

9000 Gent 
Belgium 

www.vbjk.be 
 

COPIN – Cooperare per l’Infanzia 
IAL CISL Abruzzo 
Via Aterno, 256 
65128 Pescara 

www.equalcopin.org 

 

Availability: 2007/2008 
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I.6 List of Dissemination Activities (Work Groups 6  and 7) 
Peeters, J., (2006) Gender and Childcare, key-note on ‘Men in Childcare’  conference Waterford Ireland, 1 De-
cember 

Peeters, J., (2006) La place des hommes dans les métiers du secteur enfance et jeunesse, Key note, Questem-
bert France, 19 december pour projet Equal Alice. Projection film Childcare Stories et présentation brochure  
‘Participation des parents . les pères sont également concernés’ 

Peeters, J. (2007)  Childcare in the EU, similar needs different solutions ‘  key-note on  European Equal project   
conference ‘Childcare needs and choices’ in Talinn , 26 en 27 Februar‘  

Peeters, J. (2007) ‘Men in ECE: from exclusion to a men-friendly climate’ key-note op de Annual Conference  van 
de Early Childhood Council Christchurch in New Zealand , 30 March- 1 April, projection film Childcare Stories  

Peeters, J. (2007)  ‘Including men in early childhood education: Insights from the European experience’ lazing 
aan de Victoria University van Wellington op  3 April 2007 , projection film Childcare Stories  

 

Peeters, J. (2007)  Childcare in the EU: similar needs, different solutions.’ Aan het  Institute for Social Studies in 
Den Haag op 24 april 07, projection film Childcare Stories.  

Peeters, J. (2007)  presentation of film in Italian version on Annual conference of Nido’s en scuoal infantil’,  16 
March, Verona. 

Peeters, J. (2007)  ‘ L’inclusion des hommes dans les métiers des jeunes enfants, une perspective Européenne’    
ESSSE ‘Education jeunes enfants’ à Lyon, 27 April 07. projection film Childcare Stories  

Peeters, J. (2007)  Les métiers du secteur enfance et jeunesse’ van het Equalproject ALICE te Aix-en-Provence,  
14 Juin, présenation film Childcare Stories  et brochure ‘Participation des parents . les pères sont également 
concernés’. 

Peeters, J. (2007) ‘La participation des pères dans les structures des jeunes enfants’ key-note in  Luxemburg  26 
Juin, présentation et  brochure  ‘Participation des parents . les pères sont également concernés’ et ‘ Elternbeteili-
gung auch für Väter’.   

Peeters, J. (2007)  Annual General Meeting  DECET netwerk in Birmigham  3 February 2007, participants of  10 
European member states and  Marocco and Mexico. 

Horn, N., Demuynck, K., Peeters, J. (2007)  Two workshops one about the film Childcare Stories and one about 
fatherinstrument on  DECET-conferentie Foundations for Equal Opportunities for all in Early Childhood Education 
in Brussels, 19 oktober 2007  
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I.7 Product Monitoring Instrument 
Legend: 

A) 1 – not done; 2 – done; 3 – partners informed; 4 – feedback received; 5 – adapted/ dated up 
B) 1 – not addressed; 2 – addressed; 3 – agreed on; 4 – time limit set; 5 – in execution; 6 – executed  
C) x% – to % finished (100%=X) 

Name of the product 
3rd transn. 
meeting 
(09.2006) 

4th transn. 
meeting 
(12.2006) 

5th transn. 
meeting 
(05.2007) 

6th transn. 
meeting 
(09.2007) 

7th transn. 
meeting 
(11.2007) 

Flexible models of child-care – 
questionnaire (A)  

     

Flexible models of child-care – 
questionnaire (B) 

     

Flexible models of child-care – 
quality criteria (B) 

     

Flexible models of child-care – 
electronic docu-ment/ brochure 
(A) 

     

Child minders profession – 
definition (B) 

     

Child minders profession – 
comparision scheme (A) 

     

Prior learning experiences – 
follow-up tool (A) 

     

Prior learning experiences – 
follow-up guide (A) 

     

Integrated services – good 
practices report (A) 

     

Film (DVD) – DVD  (A)      

Gender screening instrument – 
instrument in five or six lan-
guages (A) 

     

Report on professionalisation – 
report (A) 

     

Common Report of the Work-
groups 2-3-8 (new) 

- -    
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I.8 Partner Survey Questionnaires 

 

Evaluation of the Transnational Co-operation ‘Impro ving Childcare’ 

First Round Autumn 2006 – Questionnaire  

-Network and Goals- 

 

Dear transnational partners, 

Welcome to the first round of partner survey in your Transnational Co-operation (TC)!  

As agreed on at the transnational meeting in Luxembourg the topics of this first round are the 
functioning of the network and the success concerning the goals of information exchange of 
your TC. You find the questionnaire attached. 

It will take you approximately 30 minutes to answer the questions. Before you start with it, 
please note the following:  

• Please answer spontanously! In case you are not sure how to answer, please answer accord-
ing to your best guess! 

• If you can´t or don´t want to answer a question, a comment at the end of the questionnaire will 
help us with the interpretation. 

• If you would like to send the questionnaire back per e-mail, please save the document on your 
desk-top or lap-top first! Otherwise there could be problems with sending the filled out version 
back. 

Anonymity is guaranteed: Nobody will be able to identify an individual on the basis of the 
results. Please fill out the questionnaire and send it until the 31st of October 2006  at the lat-
est by mail, e-mail or fax to Univation GmbH. Thank you very much!  

If you have any questions please don´t hesitate to contact me (see contact data below)!  

Kind regards,  
Yours Dörte Schott 

 

-- 

Dörte Schott 

Evaluation Team TC Improving Childcare 

Tel.: +49 228 6296673 
doerte.schott@univation.org 

Univation Institute for Evaluation 
Dr. Beywl & Associates GmbH 
Hohenstaufenring 63 
D-50674 Köln 
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Part I – Network  

1. Please decide to what extent do you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!  

 

I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 
It took us a long time to consent on common aims in our transnational partnership.      

The aims of the Transnational Co-operation (TC) are suitable to the ones of our 
national Developmental Partnership (DP).      

We have clearly defined objectives for our TC work.      

Through the joint transnational activities synergies emerge which seem to be im-
portant and useful to our DP.      

We can benefit from the contacts of our transnational network partners.      

Through the transnational network our organisation is gaining publicity.      

The co-operation between the partners is high-producing for us.      

I am willing to plan new projects with our transnational partners.      

The communication processes for the different work steps are rather time consum-
ing than effective.      

The confidence between the transnational partners is strong.      

I am strongly interested to participate in this transnational network.      

 

2. In your opinion, what are current needs or requirements for the progress of the transnational 
work? 

       

  

  

3. How and what for do you use the competencies of the transnational partners? Please give two 
examples! 

       

  

  

4. What are the two biggest benefits you hope to gain by participating in the network? 
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5. In your opinion, what are further possibilities to make communication processes in the TC more 
efficient? Do you see any restraints/ obstacles at the moment?  

       

  

  

6. Up to now, to what extent have the transnational meetings been successful? 

 completely successful   successful  partly successful  not successful   not success-
ful at all 

7. In your opinion, what are further possibilities to make transnational meetings more effective? 

       

  

  

8. Means of communication: Please decide to what extent do you agree with the following state-
ments and mark the concerning box! 

Up to now, the following means of communication  
are successfully implemented or effectively used  
by the partners of our TC for the exchange of information and/ or documents… I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 
a) meetings in our working groups      

b) study visits      

c) conferences (as in Luxembourg)      

d) member area of the internet portal      

e) e-mail      

f) mail      
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Part II – Goals  

9. Please decide to what extent you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!  

 

I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 
I have already gained new information through our Transnational Co-operation.      

Our DP does benefit from the experiences of our transnational partners.      

Our DP has already implemented ideas we had got through the TC.      

The implemented ideas have already left their marks or triggered further changes 
in our DP work.      

 

10. How often do you use the member area of the internet portal ‘www.improvingchildcare.org’?  
 several times weekly  several times monthly  once a month  irregularly 

If irregularly, for what major reasons?        

  

  

11. Around the questionnaire ‘Flexible models of childcare’ (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the questionnaire. 
 I´ve been informed that the questionnaire is available in the member-area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already commented on the questionnaire. 
 I have already filled out the questionnaire. 

12. Around the comparison of trainings for the ‘child minders profession’ (more than one answer pos-
sible): 

 I don´t know anything about the status of the comparison. 
 I´ve been informed that the common scheme for the comparison of trainings is available in the member-

area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already filled out the common scheme. 

13. Around the gender instrument developed in Flanders (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the questionnaire. 
 I´ve been informed that the instrument is available in the member-area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already commented on the instrument. 
 I have already tested the instrument. 

14. Around the study on professionalisation (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the study. 
 I´ve been informed that the concept of the study is available in the member-area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already participated in the study. 
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15. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ’Flexible models of childcare’! 

Up to this moment, to what extent is the questionnaire around the theme ‘Flexible models of child-
care’ done?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The questionnaire is available for all partners in the member-area of the internet 
portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

Up to this moment, to what extent does the questionnaire give an overview of the different meth-
ods and settings of flexible childcare?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100%  

Up to this moment, to what extent did the partners of the transnational co-operation answer the 
questionnaire about ‘Flexible models of childcare’?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

Up to this moment, to what extent are existing quality criteria for flexible childcare structures trans-
lated?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons? 

       

If 100% ready: The document about the quality criteria is available for all partners in the member-
area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

16. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Child minders profession’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent are the standards concerning the training for the child minders 
profession compared?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

What further steps have to be taken to finish the comparison of? 

       

  

The common scheme is available for all partners in the member-area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        
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17. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Gender screening instrument’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent the gender instrument developed in Flanders is tested by the 
participating partners? 

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The gender instrument is available for all partners in the member-area of the inter-
net portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

Up to this moment, to what extent are the gender-pitfalls and the ways to handle them compared? 
 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      

(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The document about the gender-pitfalls is available for all partners in the member-
area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

18. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Report on professionalisation’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent a study is conducted about the evolution towards professionali-
sation in the countries that are involved in the TCA (in collaboration with the University of Gent)? 

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The concept of the study on professionalisation is available for all partners in the 
member-area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

Part III – General Questions  

19. Altogether, are you satisfied with the Transnational Co-operation ‚Improving Childcare’? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 

20. Last but not least do please answer a few questions about your person! 

My home contry is…  Belgium (Flanders)  Belgium (French)   Germany 

  Italy  Lithuania  Luxembourg 
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My English language skills are… 

 excellent  advanced  basic 

 

21. Your Comments: 

       

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

THANK YOU very much for your support! 
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Evaluation of the Transnational Co-operation ‘Impro ving Childcare’ 

Second Round Spring 2007-Questionnaire 

-Network and Goals- 

 

Dear transnational partners, 

Welcome to the second round of the partner survey in your Transnational Co-operation (TC)!  

As agreed on at the transnational meeting in Luxembourg the topics of this Follow-up round 
are the functioning of the network and the success concerning the goals of information ex-
change of your TC. You find the questionnaire below. 

It will take approximately 30 minutes to answer the questions. Before you start with it, please 
note the following:  

• Please answer spontanously! In case you are not sure how to answer, please answer accord-
ing to your best guess! 

• If you can´t or don´t want to answer a question, a comment at the end of the questionnaire will 
help us with the interpretation. 

• If you would like to send the questionnaire back per e-mail, please save the document on your 
desktop or laptop first! Otherwise there could be problems with sending the filled out version back. 

Anonymity is guaranteed: Nobody will be able to identify an individual on the basis of the 
results. Please fill out the questionnaire and send it until the 30th of April 2007  at the latest 
by mail, e-mail or fax to Univation GmbH. Thank you very much!  

If you have any questions please don´t hesitate to contact me (see contact data below)!  

Kind regards,  
Yours Katja Harich 

 

Katja Harich 

Evaluation Team TC Improving Childcare 

Univation Institute for Evaluation 
Dr. Beywl & Associates GmbH 
Hohenstaufenring 63 
D-50674 Köln 

Tel.: +49 221 4248071 
Fax: +49 221 4248072 

Katja.harich@univation.org 
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Part I – Network  

1. Please decide to what extent you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!   I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 

The aims of the Transnational Co-operation (TC) are suitable to the ones of our 

national Developmental Partnership (DP). 
     

We have clearly defined objectives for our TC work. 
     

Through the joint transnational activities synergies emerge which seem to be impor-

tant and useful to our DP. 
     

We can benefit from the contacts of our transnational network partners.      

Through the transnational network our organisation is gaining publicity. 
     

The co-operation between the partners is high-producing for us.      

I am willing to plan new projects with our transnational partners. 
     

The communication processes for the different work steps are rather time consum-

ing than effective. 
     

The confidence between the transnational partners is strong.      

I am strongly interested to participate in this transnational network.      

 

2. In your opinion, what are current needs or requirements for the progress of the transnational 
work? 

       

  

  

3. How and what for do you use the competencies of the transnational partners? Please give two 
examples! 

       

  

  

4. What are the two biggest benefits you hope to gain by participating in the network? 
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5. In your opinion, what are further possibilities to make communication processes in the TC more 
efficient? Do you see any restraints/ obstacles at the moment?  

       

  

  

6. Up to now, to what extent have the transnational meetings been successful? 

 completely successful   successful  partly successful  not successful   not success-
ful at all 

7. In your opinion, what are further possibilities to make transnational meetings more effective? 

       

  

  

8. Means of communication: Please decide to what extent you agree with the following statements 
and mark the concerning box! 

Up to now, the following means of communication  

are successfully implemented or effectively used  

by the partners of our TC for the exchange of information and/ or documents… I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 
a) meetings in our working groups 

     

b) study visits 
     

c) conferences (as in Luxembourg) 
     

d) member area of the internet portal 
     

e) e-mail 
     

f) mail 
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Part II – Goals  

9. Please decide to what extent you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!   I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 

I have already gained new information through our Transnational Co-operation.      

Our DP does benefit from the experiences of our transnational partners.      

Our DP has already implemented ideas we had got through the TC.      

The implemented ideas have already left their marks or triggered further changes in 

our DP work. 
     

 

10. How often do you use the member area of the internet portal ‘www.improvingchildcare.org’?  
 several times weekly  several times monthly  once a month  irregularly 

If irregularly, for what major reasons?        

  

  

11. Around the questionnaire ‘Flexible models of childcare’ (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the questionnaire. 
 I´ve been informed that the questionnaire is available in the member-area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already commented on the questionnaire. 
 I have already filled out the questionnaire. 

12. Around the comparison of trainings for the ‘child minders profession’ (more than one answer pos-
sible): 

 I don´t know anything about the status of the comparison. 
 I´ve been informed that the common scheme for the comparison of trainings is available in the member-

area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already filled out the common scheme. 

13. Around the gender instrument developed in Flanders (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the questionnaire. 
 I´ve been informed that the instrument is available in the member-area of the internet-portal. 
 I have already commented on the instrument. 
 I have already tested the instrument. 

14. Around the film/ DVD ‘Child stories’ (more than one answer possible): 
 I don´t know anything about the status of the film. 
 I´ve been informed that the film has been finished and translated. 
 I have already seen the film in a language I do understand. 
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15. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ’Flexible models of childcare’! 

Up to this moment, to what extent is the questionnaire around the theme ‘Flexible models of child-
care’ done?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The questionnaire is available for all partners in the member-area of the internet 
portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

Up to this moment, to what extent does the questionnaire give an overview of the different meth-
ods and settings of flexible childcare?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100%  

Up to this moment, to what extent did the partners of the transnational co-operation answer the 
questionnaire about ‘Flexible models of childcare’?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

Up to this moment, to what extent are existing quality criteria for flexible childcare structures trans-
lated?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons? 

       

If 100% ready: The document about the quality criteria is available for all partners in the member-
area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

16. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Child minders profession’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent are the standards concerning the training for the child minders 
profession compared?  

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

What further steps have to be taken to finish the comparison of? 

       

  

The common scheme is available for all partners in the member-area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        
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17. Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Gender screening instrument’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent the gender instrument developed in Flanders is tested by the 
participating partners? 

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The gender instrument is available for all partners in the member-area of the inter-
net portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

Up to this moment, to what extent are the gender-pitfalls and the ways to handle them compared? 
 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      

(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The document about the gender-pitfalls is available for all partners in the member-
area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

18. Please answer, if you are or have been a member of the working group ‘DVD’!  

Up to this moment, to what extent the film ‘Child Stories’ has been finished? 
 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      

(mm.yy) 

If not 100% ready yet, for what major reasons?  

       

If 100% ready: The film is available for all partners in lingua franca or their home language. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

Part III – General Questions  

19. Altogether, are you satisfied with the Transnational Co-operation ‚Improving Childcare’? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 

20. Last but not least do please answer a few questions about your person! 

My home contry is…  Belgium (Flanders)  Belgium (French)   Germany 

  Italy  Lithuania  Luxembourg 

My English language skills are… 
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 excellent  advanced  basic 

 

 

21. Your Comments: 

       

  

  

  

  

  

 

THANK YOU very much for your support! 
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Supplement Questionnaire ‚Integrated services’ 

 

Please answer, if you are a member of the working g roup ‘Integrated services!  

Up to this moment, to what extent are the international examples of good practice of ‘Integrated 
services’ worked out and written down in a report? 

 

 0-24%  25-49%  50-74%  75%-99%  100% ready, since      .      
(mm.yy) 

What further steps have to be taken to finish it? 

       

  

The report is available for all partners in the member-area of the internet portal. 

 Yes   No, because        

 

A brochure/ electronic document about „Integrated services“ is published 

 Yes, published since        

 No, because        
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Evaluation of the Transnational Co-operation ‘Impro ving Childcare’ 

Autumn 2007 – Questionnaire 

-Network and Lessons Learned- 

 

Dear transnational partners, 

welcome to the second and last Partner Survey in your Transnational Co-operation (TC)!  

As confirmed by short (telephone) interviews conducted in August, the topic of the current 
evaluation round is the success concerning the goals of product development and main-
streaming as well as once again the network. This round consists of three steps: 1) inter-
views of all work groups concerning product development and mainstreaming – this has al-
ready taken place in Gent as far as possible; 2) description of the products by the work 
groups (i.e. filling out the respective form) and 3) this questionnaire concerning the success 
of the network and lessons learned. You´ll find the questionnaire below.  

It will take you approximately 45 minutes to answer the questions. Before you start, please 
note the following:  

• If you can´t or don´t want to answer a question, a comment at the end of the questionnaire will 
help us with the interpretation. 

• If you would like to send the questionnaire back per e-mail, please save the document on your 
desk-top or lap-top first! Otherwise there could be problems with sending the filled out version 
back. 

Anonymity is guaranteed: Nobody will be able to identify an individual on the basis of the 
results. Please fill out the questionnaire and send it until the 24th of October 2007  at the lat-
est by mail, e-mail or fax to Univation GmbH. Thank you very much!  

If you have any questions please don´t hesitate to contact me (see contact data below)!  

Kind regards,  
Yours Dörte Schott 

-- 

Dörte Schott 

Evaluation Team TC Improving Childcare 

Tel.: +49 228 6296673 
doerte.schott@univation.org 

Univation Institute for Evaluation 
Dr. Beywl & Associates GmbH 
Hohenstaufenring 63 
D-50674 Köln 

Tel.: +49 221 4248071 
Fax: +49 221 4248072 
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Part I – Network and Lessons Learned 

1. Please decide to what extent do you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!   I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 

We can benefit from the contacts of our transnational network partners.      

Through the transnational network our organisation is gaining publicity. 
     

The co-operation between the partners has been high-producing for us.      

I am willing to plan new projects with our transnational partners. 
     

The communication processes for the different work steps have been rather time 

consuming than effective. 
     

The confidence between the transnational partners is strong.      

I am planning to keep in touch with one or the other transnational partner.      

I will certainly contact one or the other transnational partner for information or prod-

uct exchange in the following years. 
     

I think, this Transnational Co-operation will persist as a living network including all its 

members. 
     

 

2. What are the two biggest benefits you gained by participating in this Transnational Co-operation? 

       

  

  

3. What can you use the developed products for? Please give two examples!  

       

  

  

4. Is there any gained knowledge or experience that you can literally “put into action” back in your 
home country? Please give an example! 
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5. In your opinion, what circumstances have contributed to the success of this Transnational Co-
operation? 

       

  

  

6. In your opinion, what circumstances have constrained the success of this Transnational Co-
operation? 

       

  

  

7. Imagine you are starting again with this Transnational Co-operation! What would you do just the 
same, because it worked out this time?  

       

  

  

8. Imagine you are starting again with this Transnational Co-operation! What would you do in a dif-
ferent way, because it didn´t work out this time? Do you see a better way? 

       

  

  

9. Beyond this, what are your lessons learned for future transnational co-operations you might take 
part in? 

       

  

  

10. What are your major lessons learned you would like to pass on as a message to professionals and 
polititians?  
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11. In which contexts have the following means of communication proven to be most appropriate? (e.g 
e-mail is best for… the exchange of organisational data or working material or information or 
news, or discussion of complex issues, or getting on with the working process etc.) 

a) m
eetings in our work groups have been useful to (do what?)… 

       

b) s
tudy visits have been useful to (do what?)… 

       

c) c
onferences (as in Luxembourg) have been useful to (do what?)… 

       

d) t
he member area of the internet portal has been useful to (do what?)… 

       

e) e
-mails have been useful to (do what?)… 

       

f) m
ail has been useful to (do what?)… 

       

g) i
nternet chat, netmeeting etc. have been useful to (do what?)… 

       

12. When you think of the transnational meetings, what do you think of first? Please mention one per-
sonal impression for each meeting, e.g. a personal contact, a visit of an institution, a crucial step in 
your work group etc. (or whatever)! 

a) Vilnius 1st meeting (09/2005)        

b) Gelsenkirchen 2nd meeting (03/2006)        

c) Luxembourg 3rd meeting (09/2006)        

d) Pescara 4th meeting (12/2006)        

e) Vilnius 5th meeting (05/2007)        

f) Gent 6th meeting (09/2007)        
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g) other:        

  

What have been considerable changes in the quality of co-operation (e.g. communication) over the 

last two years? Please describe them shortly! 

       

  

  

  

  

 

Part II – Goals  

13. Please decide to what extent you agree with the following statements and mark the concerning 
box!   I com-pletely agree I agree I partly agree I don´t agree I don´t agree at all 

I have already gained new information through our Transnational Co-operation.      

Our DP does benefit from the experiences of our transnational partners.      

Our DP has already implemented ideas we had got through the TC.      

The implemented ideas have already left their marks or triggered further changes in 

our DP work. 
     

 

Part III – General Questions  

14. Altogether, are you satisfied with the Transnational Co-operation ‚Improving Childcare’? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 

15. Altogether, are you satisfied with the evaluation results so far? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 

16. Altogether, are you satisfied with the work of the evaluator so far? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 

17. Altogether, are you satisfied with the communication to the evaluator? 

 Very satisfied  Rather satisfied  Rather not satisfied  Not satisfied at all 
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18. Last but not least do please answer a few questions about your person! 

My home contry is…  Belgium (Flanders)  Belgium (French)   Germany 

  Italy  Lithuania  Luxembourg 

My English language skills are… 

 excellent  advanced  basic 

 

19. Further remarks: 

       

  

  

  

  

 

THANK YOU very much for your support! 

 


